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Frank Pingree
WJSK 101.1 FM
New Hampshire
I am fascinated with your CD. We here at WJSK. have had it on the air since received in December.
We have an evening program called AFTER DINNER MINT. All of your songs, except for ZANZIBAR
are featured on this program. ZANZIBAR is heard during our daytime music schedule. So, you have
scored a THOUSAND with this station. Trish, ON THE QUIET SIDE is truly refreshing. You have a
sincerity about your style that doesn't appear too often in today's music. Already, listener call-in has
asked about the new featured artist on the MINT. We're glad to tell them about you. A Tip of the Hat
to your musicians and technicians who mixed this CD---superb!! WJSK is a TRADITIONAL JAZZ
station so if you have other CDs, please send them along. Best Regards, Frank Pingree WJSK 101.1
FM.
Alex Pijnen
BRTO Radio
Netherlands
Fantastic Album. Great stuff for our Radio Station!
ED Blanco
WDNA Seriousjazz 88.9
Miami, Florida
Got your new CD yesterday and have been listening to it ever since. One hell of an album! Love your
rendition of "So Many Stars," not since Lani Hall sang it on Sergio Mendes's Look Around CD from
his Brasil 66, has any one come close to giving it justice. Your version is jazzy and slower making for
a better tune. Also dig the "I'm Alone" number. Anyway I will be playing it on the air in a few weeks,
already have the next two weeks programmed and ready to go. I have an early Sunday morning show
at WDNA 88.9fm here in Miami, live on the web at www.seriousjazz.org.
Peter
PBS FM
Melbourne, Australia
l am the music manager for radio station PBS FM Melbourne Australia. We have just received
through Radiodirectx your wonderful cd "On The Quiet Side" . A well crafted stylish cd with passion,
the music is sublime yet is subtle, exquisite composition choice with a voice to match making for a
stunning combination. This cd is passionate and intimate with colorful mood changes all joining
together to create a musical masterpiece.
Martin Smith
Radio Seagull
United Kingdom
A great CD and I tried it naked!!!! A well produced and presented album that shows off Trish's
versatility, getting regular airplay on my programme, keep up the good work. Regards, Martin Smith

Carole Hayes
EAr Inc
Australia
From the very first track, I decided that this was going to be a winner. Darin Clendenin's wonderful
accompaniment makes this track my favorite. But all tracks are so good that as a new fan of Trish's, I
will now have to go searching for her other discs. This one is sure to please my listeners here on the
South Coast of New South Wales. I look forward to many hours of enjoyment with Trish, Darin and
the rest of the gang. A special mention to Paul Mazzio, playing my favorite instrument. Carole Hayes
presenter of Triple U's "All The Best".
Josep Palmada Verdier
Radio Vilafant
Spain
I have liked the cd very much, am very interesting and of great quality and very advisable for the
lovers of the good music. Regards and thanks.
Gi Dussault
Upper Room Radio Show
Bridgeport, CT
Really good CD. No excuse to not have it right now on your CD player. Take a listen you will not be
disappointed at all. Thanks for the great music.
Gi Dussault Co-Host & Co-Producer Upper Room Radio Show
Radio Assen FM
H.P.van WIjnbergen
Producer/presentator 'Jazz Profile'
Holland
It pleases me to inform you about the tracks of the cd On The Quiet Side which have been played on
my radio show, broadcasted on Radio Assen FM in Holland. This is because I do appreciate the
music very much. Also by some reactions I got from the listeners.
Pascal Dorban
Radio ARA
Luxembourg
The title 'so many stars' will be featured in my programme due on air on January 17th. Pascal Dorban
'Jazz.com'
Kozlovsky N.
Belarus
I've successfully received your album. Thank you very much for sending me it! I'll be glad to
broadcast your music in my program. Certainly, I'll keep you informed. Please, be in touch. All the
Best. Serge Kozlovsky

